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ABSTRACT With the popular use of IoT devices, edge computing has been widely applied in the Internet of
things (IoT) and regarded as a promising solution for its wide distribution, decentralization, low latency.
At the same time, in response to the massive computing data and intelligent requirements of various
applications in the IoT, artificial intelligence (AI) technology has also achieved rapid development. As a
result, edge intelligence (EI) for the Internet of Things has attracted widespread attention. Driven by the
requirement that making full use of data, machine learning (ML) models trained in EI are usually shared.
However, there may be some security and privacy issues due to the openness and heterogeneity of edge
intelligence. How to ensure flexible data access and data security as well as the accountability for edge nodes
and users in EI model sharing have become important issues. In this article, we propose a Ciphertext Policy
Attribute Based Proxy Re-encryption (CP-ABPRE) scheme with accountability to address the security and
privacy issues in EI model sharing. In our scheme, a user can delegate the access right to others to make
model access more flexible. Furthermore, each entity that may need to be held accountable is embedded a
unique ID to achieve traceability. Finally, security analysis and performance evaluation are given to prove
that our scheme is CPA secure and does not lose much efficiency with more features.

INDEX TERMS Internet of Things, edge intelligence, model sharing, CP-ABPRE, accountability.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cisco’s report [1] has predicted that in the future, a lot
of IoT data will be generated from the edge side. If these
huge data are processed by cloud computing, the process of
sending them to the cloud will consume a lot of bandwidth
resource and bring great computing pressure to the cloud [2].
Additionally, the high latency of cloud computing is not
suitable for the tasks that require real-time response. Driven
by this trend, computing power is already shifting from the
centralized cloud to edge side, or data source side [3], [4].
At the same time, AI technology can be used to quickly
perceive and train local data, which can not only adapt to
the rapidly changing environment, such as real-time predic-
tion, but also reduce delay and greatly improve computing
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efficiency [2], [5]. Therefore, edge intelligence (EI) – the
integration of edge computing and AI will undoubtedly form
a strong driving force for the development of applications in
the Internet of Things. However, one of the key challenges
of EI model training is the issue of data privacy [6]. On the
one hand, the sensitivity of private data prevents source data
and even trained models from being freely share, on the other
hand, the openness and heterogeneity of edge devices also
put forward higher requirements for flexible access control
and security [7]. Moreover, because of the difficulty of man-
aging heterogeneous edge nodes and the potential laziness
and dishonest behaviors of the edge servers, an efficient
accountability mechanism is necessary [8], [9].

The Ciphertext Policy Attribute-Based Encryption
(CP-ABE) scheme [10], [11] can achieve the flexible data
access. The party that wants to share the model develop
access policies to decide which users/servers can access
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the model, then encrypt the data under the access policy.
Model requesters who have the access right can request the
encrypted data and decrypt the model successfully. But this
has a limitation, for example, when a superior user is unable
to view the uploaded data in time, he/she needs to delegate
his/her access right to other trusted but not authorized subor-
dinate users to ensure that the model parameters is processed
in time, while ensuring that the superior user ’s private key is
not leaked [12].

To address the problem mentioned above, we can combine
the Proxy Re-encryption (PRE) technology [13], [14] with
CP-ABE. The combination of the two enables the trans-
lation of the ciphertext encrypted under an access policy
into the ciphertext encrypted under another access struc-
ture [15], [16]. However, few researchers have considered the
possible effects of edge server laziness or dishonest behavior.
There are massive edge nodes in the IoT and the distribution
area of edge nodes is wide. Therefore, it is necessary to
introduce accountability and consistency verification mech-
anisms in the access control system to track the malicious
behavior of edge nodes. There are also some ABE schemes
that can provide traceability or audit, such as [17], [18]. Some
researchers also work to verify the consistency of the data
when the processing of the data is entrusted to a third-party
agency [19], [20]. But these works did not implement proxy
re-encryptionwhich is needed in the distributed edge comput-
ingwhich requires low latency and flexible data access. In this
article, we combine CP-ABE and PRE in the edge intelli-
gence scene for the IoT, realizing security model sharing and
access control between edge nodes. In particular, we use edge
nodes as proxy servers to take the re-encryption computation
load to reduce re-encryption latency and provide responsibil-
ity tracking to constrain the behavior of edge nodes.

The main contributions of this article can be summarized
in three aspects:

1) Our proposed scheme guarantees the security, access
control and proxy re-encryption of ML model parameters
sharing in EI which meets the demands of edge computing
for data security and flexible access. Moreover, it addresses
the problem that sometimes users must delegate the access
right to other unauthorized users.

2) Our accountable scheme can distinguish the reason
for decryption failures and traces back to the party that is
responsible for the failure. Because of the complex security
risks that cloud computing faced, it is essential to embed the
appropriate accountability mechanism.

3) By integrating the public/secret key pair technique into
the key generation phase, our scheme can efficiently prevent
the key abuse problem.

II. RELATED WORK
A. EDGE INTELLIGENCE
Edge intelligence is a key driver for the development of
the IoT as its computing is close to the underlying data
sources end, enabling low-latency and low-cost data process-
ing [21]. Xiao et al. [22] designed a federal edge intelligence

framework that allows edge servers to evaluate the required
sample data based on resource consumption in the IoT and
their own data processing capabilities, which significantly
improves resource utilization efficiency.

In addition to the framework design of EI applications,
there are also some studies on data security in EI models.
Some studies ensure system security by detecting malicious
behavior. Xu et al. [23] proposed a data-driven robust net-
work anomaly detection for network security, and trained a
model capable of detecting and identifying network anoma-
lies through a four-stage design. In order to prevent the
privacy leakage caused by the vulnerability of IoT devices.
Li et al. [24] designed a kernel level resource audit tool,
KLRA, to collect resource-sensitive events and issue security
warnings at a low cost. Some studies that use blockchain
technology to design security frameworks [21], [25], [26].
Zhang et al. [21] proposed a resource scheduling scheme
based on blockchain under the cross-domain sharing sce-
nario, and designed the edge transaction approval mecha-
nism. The experiment proves that the system can realize
flexible and safe service and improve service ability.

Some research is devoted to protecting private data in the
IoT. Du et al. [27] firstly stratified the edge IoT and studied
the privacy protection of machine learning in data aggrega-
tion. Ma et al. [28] proposed a federal data cleaning proto-
col, Febclean, to meet the privacy protection requirements
in the data cleaning phase of machine learning, which can
realize data cleaning without compromising users’ privacy
in EI scenario. However, little research has been devoted to
implementing access control of training models in the sharing
process.

B. SECURITY AND PRIVACY-PRESERVATION
In order to make full use of data, there may be model
sharing in EI. Ensuring data security and user privacy is
a major area of interest within the field of EI. To further
achieve fine-grained access control and flexible data access,
CP-ABE and PRE technology have been widely used to solve
the security and privacy issues [29]–[32]. Some researchers
also combine CP-ABE with PRE to achieve more functions.
Liang et al. [33] first proposed a new CP-ABPRE scheme
that is proven CCA secure and they further improve the
security level of the ABPRE in [34]. Yu et al. [35] exploited
PRE to delegate many computation tasks to the untrusted
cloud servers. Lin et al. introduced verifiability for AB-PRE
to guarantee the consistency of the data before and after
re-encryption by proxy in [36]. However, most existing works
focus on the security level, regardless the potential laziness
and dishonest behaviors of the semi-trusted third party.

The edge computing has been adopted in many appli-
cations in IoT. Due to the potential laziness and dishonest
behaviors of edge servers, accountability for edge servers
needs to be considered. The former accountable meth-
ods [17], [18], [37] usually focus on tracing a specific entity,
they always ignore the accountability of some malicious
users.
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FIGURE 1. System model.

III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we give some preliminary that will be used in
the scheme.

A. BILINEAR MAPS
Let the group BG =< G0,G1, p, g, e > denotes the bilinear
pairing group, G0 and G1 are multiplicative cyclic groups of
prime order p, g is the generator of G0. e : G0 × G0 → G1
denotes the bilinear map. For all a, b ∈ Zp and u, v,w ∈ G0,
it has

1) e(ua, vb) = e(u, v)ab.
2) e(g, g) 6= 1.
3) e(uv,w) = e(u,w) · e(v,w).

B. LINEAR SECRET SHARING SCHEMES (LSSS)
We employ LSSS into our proposed scheme to construct the
access structure.

A secret sharing scheme
∏

over the set Zp is called linear
if:

1) The shares for each party form a vector over Zp.
2) Let (M, ρ) denotes the access structure under the LSSS.

LetM be a l×nmatrix, where l is the number of attributes in
the set associated with the access structure and n is a variable
defined by the LSSS turning method. ρ is a function which
associates the rows of matrix M to attributes, where ρ(i) ∈
{Att1,Att2, ...AttU }. In [38], they present how to share/recover
the secret, and we will show the details of these procedures
in the algorithms below.

C. PROXY RE-ENCRYPTION (PRE)
In our proposed scheme, PRE enables delegation for access
rights by converting a ciphertext encrypted by the owner’s
public key into a ciphertext that can be decrypted by a
semi-honest proxy private key. Suppose Alice, who wants to
pass M to Bob. It can be described as follows:

1) PRE .Setup(par) → (pka, ska), (pkb, skb): it takes sys-
tem parameter par as inputs outputs the public key and the
private key of the Alice and Bob.

2) PRE .Enc(par,M , pka) → Cpka = Enc(pka,M ): it
takes par,M and Alice’s public key as inputs and outputs the
ciphertext.

3) PRE .ReKeyGen(par, ska, pkb) → Ka→b: it takes par ,
Bob’s public key and Alice’s secret key as inputs and outputs
the Re-encryption key.

4) PRE .ReEnc(par,Ka→b,Ca(n))→ Cb(n+1): it takes par ,
Re-encryption key and the n-th re-encrypted ciphertext as
inputs and outputs the n +1-th re-encrypted ciphertext that
can be decrypted by Bob.

5) PRE .Dec(par, skb,Cb(n+1)) → M : it takes par ,
re-encryption ciphertext and Bob’s secret key as inputs and
outputs M .

TABLE 1. The description of symbols.

IV. MODELS OF OUR SYSTEM
A. OVERVIEW
Fig.1 shows the proposed system model architecture, includ-
ing EI model sharing and a brief flow of access control during
the sharing process. The definition of some symbols is listed
in Table 1. To meet the need to make good use of data, parties
(we use users below instead) may share the model parameters
trained by each edge node. Considering security and privacy
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issues, we added access control and proxy re-encryption in
model sharing. The Trusted Authority (TA) is a trusted party
and the parties are semi-trusted, it follows the proposed pro-
tocols in general, however, it also attempts to dig out as much
information as possible. We employ edge node as the proxy
server to perform the re-encryption of users’ ciphertexts (CT).
Some users may collude with others for the purpose of obtain-
ing illegal access right, but none of them is willing to reveal
their personal key pairs, preventing others from stealing their
own secrets. The detailed description is as follows:

1) The role of TA is the generator the public key (PK) and
themaster key (MK). New users will request registration from
TA, each legitimate user will be assigned a unique identity
and a pair of keys (usk, upk). Model requesters submit the
set of attributes S to TA, and get the corresponding secret
key (SK).
2) Model owner encrypts the model parameters under an

access structure AS to get the ciphertext (CT).
3) We set Alice and Bob as the model requesters, they can

get the requested ciphertext from the edge node, and if their
attributes satisfy the access structure, theCT can be decrypted
successfully.

4) If Alice wants to delegate her access right to Bob who
does not have access to the corresponding model parameters,
she first generates a re-encryption key (RK) according to her
own secret key and a specified access structure AS∗ and sends
it to the proxy server (the edge node). Note that the original
access structure AS and the new one AS∗ are totally disjoint
and the attributes of Bobmust satisfy the access structureAS∗.
5) The re-encryption will be performed by the proxy server

with the re-encryption key to get the re-encrypted ciphertexts
(CTRE ).

6) Bob can request the CTRE , and if Alice has the access
right for the CT, Bob can decrypt the CTRE successfully even
if he does not have the appropriate permissions for the CT.
7) Trusted Authority records the identities of those who

have decrypted the re-encrypted ciphertexts and the edge
nodes who have performed the re-encryption, and traces any
malicious users or edge nodes.

B. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
The following algorithms are included in our proposed
scheme.
Setup(1λ) →(PK, MK, (usk, upk)). This algorithm is

responsible for generating system parameters, the PK and the
MK as well as the pair of keys (usk, upk) of each legitimate
user.
Key_Gen(S, PK,MK, upk)→SK. This algorithm generates

a secret key SK for each user through attributes S.
Data_Encryption(M, PK, (M, ρ)) →CT, IDct . This algo-

rithm is responsible for generating the ciphertext CT and the
identity IDct of CT.
Dec_CT(IDreq, CT, SK, PK, usk)→ M or ⊥. This algo-

rithm is responsible for decrypting the CT to get the plaintext
model parameters M if the decryption is successful or ⊥ if
fails.

Re_Key_Gen(SK, usk, PK, IDct , IDp, (M′, ρ′)) →RK.
This algorithm is responsible for generating the re-encryption
key RK. RK can be used for transforming CT to CTRE
which is under a new access structure (M′, ρ′). Additionally,
the attributes set embedded in SK cannot satisfy the (M′, ρ′)
since (M′, ρ′) and (M, ρ) are disjoint.
Re_Enc(IDct , CT, PK, RK)→CTRE or ⊥. This algorithm

is responsible for generating a re-encrypted ciphertext CTRE
under a new access structure. If re-encryption fails, it outputs.
Dec_RCT(IDct , CTRE , SK, PK, usk)→ M or ⊥. This

algorithm is responsible for decrypting the CTRE to get the
plaintext model parameters M if the decryption is successful
or ⊥ if fails.
Check(IDct , IDp, CTRE , SK, PK, usk)→True or False. This

algorithm is used for checking if there is a need of account-
ability for the edge nodes.
Trace(SK, γ ,MK, PK)→Uid or⊥. This algorithm outputs

the corresponding user id Uid to denote the SK is valid. Or it
outputs ⊥ to denote that the SK is invalid.

C. SECURITY MODEL
LetA be the adversary to attack our CP-ABPRE scheme and
C be the challenger. The game is described as below.
Init:A specifies the challenge access structure AS∗ for the

game, all the challenge ciphertext are encrypted under AS∗.
Setup: The algorithm is run by Challenger C, which gives

the public parameters PK to the adversary A and keeps MK
to itself.

Phase 1: This phase contains several steps:
(1) A issues queries for private keys corresponding to

the sets of attributes S1, · · · , Sq1 . (q1 are integers randomly
chosen by A). C return the secret keys for A by calling
Key_Gen(6, PK, MK, upk). Note that if any set S issued by
A satisfies AS∗, then aborts.

(2) On inputs SK, usk, and a re-encryption access struc-
ture A∗, C returns Re_Key_Gen(SK, usk, PK, A∗) →RK
to A.
(3) On inputs IDct , RK and a ciphertext CT under access

policy AS∗, C runs Re_Enc(IDct , CT, RK, PK) and returns
the result to A.

Challenge:A generates two messages of the same length,
M0 and M1, and sends them to C. C randomly flips a coin
b ∈ {0, 1}, and encrypts Mb under AS∗. Then C calls
Data_Encryption(Mb, PK, AS∗)→CT∗, and the generated
ciphertext CT∗ is given to A.
Phase 2:A continues to issue his queries to C as inPhase 1.
Guess: A outputs its guess b′ ∈ {0, 1} for b and wins the

game if b′ = b.
The advantage of A in this game is defined as

Adv(A) =
∣∣∣Pr [b’=b]− 1/

2

∣∣∣
Definition 2: Our CP-ABPRE scheme is chosen plain-

text attack (CPA) secure if no Probabilistic Polynomial
Time (PPT) adversary A can win the following game with
non-negligible advantage.
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V. DESCRIPTION OF OUR SYSTEM
In this section, we give the algorithm details of basic scheme,
the proxy re-encryption and accountability, as well as the
security analysis.

A. BASIC SCHEME
1) SETUP(1λ)→ PK, MK
TA runs this algorithm. First, it chooses a bilinear group BG
and U random elements: h1, . . . , hU ∈ G0. Each of the
elements is associated with an attribute in the system. The
algorithm additionally chooses α, a, b ∈ Zp and then intro-
duces two collision-resistant hash functions H1 : {0, 1}∗ →
Zp,H2 : {0, 1}∗ → G0. The public key and the master key
are published as

PK =
{
g, e(g, g)α, gb, ga, h1 · · · hU ,H1,H2

}
(1)

MK = {a, α, b} (2)

Additionally, TA is also responsible for users’ registration.
Each legitimate user will be assigned a unique identityUid ∈
Zp and a pair of keys (usk, upk). Note that usk = k ∈
Zp, upk = gk , where usk is chosen at random. TA will
generate a certificate that includes the user’s upk, and send
it along with the corresponding usk to the user.
The PK will be public to the system and the MK will be

kept secret by TA.

2) KEY_GEN(S, PK, MK, UPK)→ SK
Each user obtains his/her attribute set and secret key only if
he/she registers to TA and is verified as legal. For illegal users,
TA will reject the key generation request. Otherwise, TA will
assign the attribute set and generate the SK for him/her. First,
user submits the set of attributes S and upk = gk to TA to
request the SK. After receiving the user’s request, TA first
chooses random exponents t ∈ Zp and β ∈ Zp Then it outputs
the corresponding SK as

{K = gkαgat+b,K ′ = gkαg(at+b)k , L ′ = gαk+β

L = gt ,∀x ∈ S,Kx = htx} (3)

3) DATA_ENCRYPTION(M, PK, (M, ρ))→ CT
Model owner encrypts the data under the access structure
(M, ρ) as defined in section II. At the beginning of encryp-
tion, model owner selects a vector Ev = (s, y2, y3, . . . , yn) ∈
Znp at random, where y2, y3, . . . , yn are used for sharing the
encryption secret s. For i = 1, · · · , l,, it calculates λi =
Mi · Ev, where the vector M i denotes the i-th row of M.
Then it selects a string c and r1, r2, . . . , rl ∈ Zp at random,
then computes IDct = c, C = Me(g, g)αs,C ′ = gs and
∀1 ≤ i ≤ l,Ci = gaλih−riρ(i), D̂i = g(H1(IDct )+b)λi ,Di = gri .
Finally, CT is published as

CT :< IDct ,C,C ′,∀1 ≤ i ≤ l, {Ci, D̂i,Di} > (4)

4) DEC_CT(IDreq, CT, SK, PK, USK)→ M OR ⊥
There are two kinds of decryption algorithms in this article.
One is to decrypt the original ciphertext, while the other is to

decrypt the re-encrypted ciphertext. Both are performed by
model requesters. We first introduce the former one.

Model requester can request the ciphertext according to the
IDreq which denotes the ID of the ciphertext requested by the
model requester. However, only when his/her attributes set S
satisfies the (M, ρ) that corresponding to the CT, can he/she
successfully decrypt the data. Let I ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , l} be defined
as I = {i : ρ(i) ∈ S}. If S doesn’t satisfy the (M, ρ), then it
aborts. Otherwise, the algorithm can find a set {ωi|i ∈ I } such
that the following holds

∑
i∈I ωjλj = s. Then it computes:

F =
e
(
C ′,K · gH1(IDreq)

)
∏
i∈S

(
e (L,Ci) e (Di,Kx) e

(
g, D̂i

))ωi
=

e(gs, gkαgat+bgH1(IDreq))∏
i∈S

(
e
(
gt , gaλih−riρ(i)

)
e
(
gri , htx

)
e (g, g)(H1(IDct)+b)λi

)ωi
=

e (g, g)kαs e (g, g)ats e (g, g)(b+H1(IDreq))s

e (g, g)ats e (g, g)(H1(IDct)+b)s

= e (g, g)kαs . (5)

The ciphertext be decrypted only when IDreq and IDct are
equal.

Then it recovers the data as

C
/
(F)1/k = M · e(g, g)αs

/
e(g, g)αs = M.(6) (6)

Otherwise, it outputs ⊥ to denote a decryption failure.

B. PROXY RE-ENCRYPTION (PRE)
In this section, we give the details on how to realize PRE
based on the basic scheme. Each edge node that performs
proxy re-encryption is distributed with an identity IDp.

1) RE_KEY_GEN(SK, USK, PK, IDct , IDP, (M′, ρ′))→ RK
Suppose that a model requester named Alice wants to del-
egate her access right to Bob who does not have access to
the corresponding model parameters. Let (M′, ρ′) denote the
new access policy specified by Alice. SAlice denote Alice’s
attributes set. She will run the following algorithm with her
own decryption key SK and private key usk.
The algorithm first chooses a random ε ∈ Zp, then

computes Krk = (K )ε/k = gαεgε(at+b)/k ,Lrk = Lε/k =
gεt/k ,L ′rk = gε/k , x ∈ SAlice,Krk,x = K ε/kx = hεt/kx . The rk1
is denoted as

rk1 =< Krk ,Lrk ,L ′rk , x ∈ SAlice,Krk,x > (7)

With the new access policy (M′, ρ′), this algorithm ran-
domly selects a vector Ev′ = (s′, y′2, y

′

3, . . . , y
′
n) ∈ Znp. For

i = 1, · · · , l,, it calculates λ′i = M’i · Ev′. It also selects
r ′1, r

′

2, . . . , r
′
l ∈ Zp and R0,R1 ∈ Zp, then computes

J = ε · e(g, g)αs
′

,

J ′ = gs′,

Ji = gaλ
′
ih
−r ′i
ρ(i),
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J ′i = gr
′
i ,

Ĵi = g(H1(IDct )+b)λ′i ,

J̃ = (R0||R1)e(g, g)(α+b)s
′

,

V = H2(IDct )R0H2(IDp)R1 .

The rk2 is denoted as

rk2 =
〈
V , J , J ′,∀1 ≤ i ≤ l, Ji, J ′i , Ĵi

〉
. (8)

Finally, the re-encryption key is set as RK = {rk1, rk2}.

2) RE_ENC(IDct , CT, RK, PK)→ CTRE OR ⊥
The edge node runs this algorithm below. The edge node
checks if SAlice satisfies the access structure (M, ρ), if not,
it output ⊥; Otherwise, it chooses constants ωj such that the
following holds

∑
i∈I ωjλj = s. Then it computes

A =
∏
i∈I

(
e (Lrk ,Ci) e

(
Di,Krk,x

)
e
(
L ′rk , D̂i

))ωi
=

∏
i∈I

(
e (g, g)atελi/k e (g, g)λi(b+H1(IDct ))ε/k

)ωi
= e (g, g)atsε/k e (g, g)(b+H1(IDct ))sε/k , (9)

And it continues to compute as follows

F ′ =
e
(
C ′,Krk ·

(
L ′rk
)H1(IDct )

)
A

=
e(gs, gαεg(at+b)ε/kgH1(IDct )ε/k )

A

=
e (g, g)αsε e (g, g)(at+b+H1(IDct ))sε/k

e (g, g)atsε/k e (g, g)(b+H1(IDct ))sε/k

= e (g, g)αsε . (10)

Let Cre,1 = F ′,Cre,2 = rk2,Cre,3 = C and let CTRE
denote the re-encrypted ciphertexts, then it will be published
as

CTRE =< Cre,1,Cre,2,Cre,3 > . (11)

3) DEC_RCT(IDct , CTRE , SK, PK, USK)→ M OR ⊥
We now introduce the second decryption algorithm. The exe-
cution of this algorithm is similar to Dec_CT. Bob run this
algorithm, he decrypts CTRE as follows:

A =
∏
i∈S

(
e (L, Ji) e

(
J ′i ,Kx

)
e
(
Ĵi, g

))ωi
=

∏
i∈S

(
e
(
gt , gaλ

′
ih
−r ′i
ρ(i)

)
e
(
gr
′
i , htx

)
e (g, g)(b+H1(IDct ))λ′i

)ωi
=

∏
i∈S

(
e (g, g)atλ

′
i e (g, g)(b+H1(IDct ))λ′i

)ωi
= e (g, g)ats′ e (g, g)(b+H1(IDct ))s′ (12)

F = e
(
J ′,K · gH1(IDct )

)/
A

=
e(gs

′

, gkαgat+bgH1(IDct ))
A

= e (g, g)kαs
′

(13)

The data is recovered by computing

J
/
F1/usk = ε · e(g, g)αs

′
/
e (g, g)kαs

′
/
kε, (14)

= Cre,3
/
(Cre,1)1/ε = M . (15)

Otherwise, it outputs ⊥ to denote a decryption failure.

C. ACCOUNTABILITY
In this section, we show how to extend our scheme with the
property of accountability. It focuses on two entities: edge
server and users.
For edge nodes: We design a new form of ciphertext

embedding a unique identity. Additionally, the identitywill be
broadcasted to its target user group. To successfully decrypt
the ciphertext, the identity of the decrypter must match with
the embedded identity.

However, once the decryption fails, we cannot distinguish
the reasons. Hence, it is reasonable that accountability must
be provided. This process can be represented by the following
subroutine:

1) CHECK(IDct , IDp, CTRE , SK, PK, USK)→ TRUE OR FALSE
The execution of the algorithm is similar to Dec_CT. It
decrypts as follows

A′ =
∏
i∈S

(
e
(
L1/usk , Ji

)
e
(
J ′i ,Kx

))ωi
=

∏
i∈S

(
e
(
gt , gaλ

′
ih−ri′ρ(i)

)
e
(
gri′, htx

))ωi
=

∏
i∈S

(
e (g, g)atλ

′
i

)ωi
= e (g, g)ats′ (16)

F ′ =
e
(
J ′,K ′

)
A′

=
e(gs

′

, gkαgat+bk )
A′

=
e (g, g)kαs′ e (g, g)ats′ e (g, g)bks′

e (g, g)ats′

= e (g, g)k(α+b)s′ (17)

Then it sets F = F1/usk = e (g, g)(α+b)s
′

.

Recover the two random numbers and set a new parame-
ter V∗:

R0||R1 = J̃
/
F= (R0||R1)e(g, g)(α+b)s

′
/
e(g, g)(α+b)s

′

. (18)

V ∗ = H2(IDct )R0H2(IDp)R1 . (19)

Check it with V in CTRE , if they are equal and
Dec_RCT(IDct , CTRE , SK, PK, usk)→ ⊥, the output is
False, which means it is necessary to initiate investigation to
edge nodes. Otherwise, the output is True, which means an
unmatched attribute set leads to the decryption failure.
For users: Each time TA traces a suspicious model

requester, it asks he/she to securely submit his/her SK and
a parameter γ . The user will sign the public parameter with
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his/her own secret key usk, which is computed as ϕ = (ga)1/k ,
γ = ϕ · e(g, g)αk .

2) TRACE(SK, γ , MK, PK)→ UID OR ⊥.
This algorithm first parses SK into several key components.
Then it recovers the user’s upk with MK.

(L ′
/
gβ )1/α = (gαk+β

/
gβ )1/α = gk (20)

This upk will be considered as an index to search its
corresponding identityUid

∗

. TAobtains ϕ by computing ϕ =
γ
/
e(gα, gk ) = ga/k .
Next, this algorithm will verify whether the SK can pass all

the following checks.

3) KEY SANITY CHECK

e(ϕ, upk) = e(g, g)a (21)

e(K , g) = e(upk, gα)e(ϕ,L)e(g, gb) (22)

∀x ∈ S, e(L, hx) = e(Kx , upk) (23)

Only when (21), (22) and (23) hold, can SK be viewed
as a well-formed key. If the Uid

∗

is proved to be valid,
the algorithm outputs Uid . Otherwise, it outputs ⊥.
Note that we embed a unique id in the ciphertexts. Each

time when there is a model requester (regardless of he/she is
a suspicious user or not) requesting for this ciphertext, it will
be convenient to record who has taken the ciphertext.

D. SECURITY ANALYSIS
Theorem 1: Suppose that the construction of [11] is CPA
secure, then our basic scheme is CPA secure.

Proof: Our scheme is based on the scheme in [11] that
is proved to be CPA secure under the decisional q-BDHE
assumption. We take the scheme in [11] as scheme 0. Simi-
larly, we can also build a simulator B to attack the scheme 0.
Suppose an adversary A can attack our basic scheme with
non-negligible advantage.
Init: A gives a challenge structure (M∗, ρ∗), where M∗

has n∗ columns.
Setup: B randomly chooses a parameter α′ ∈ Zp, setting

α = α′ + aq+1 by letting e(g, g)α = e(ga, ga
q
)e(g, g)α

′

. The
master parameter can be canceled out during the decryption.
Hence, the simulator simply set it as b’.
Each x (1 ≤ x ≤ U ) begins when chooses a random

value zx . Let X denote the set of indices i and set ρ∗(i) = x.
The group elements are created as follows:

hx = gzx
∏
i∈X

g
aM∗

i,1

/
bi
· g

a2M∗

i,2

/
bi
...g

an
∗M∗

i,n∗

/
bi
.

Phase 1: B receives key queries for a set S which does not
satisfy (M∗, ρ∗). It chooses a random parameter r ∈ Zp.
Then it finds a vector Eω = (ω1, ω2, . . . , ωn∗ ) ∈ Zn∗p such
that ω1 = −1 and for all i where ρ∗(i) ∈ S we have that
Eω ·M∗

i = 0. Then Bdefines t by computing

r + ω1aq + ω1aq−1 + · · · + ωn∗ a
q−n

∗
+1.

It sets

L = (gk )r
∏

i=1,...,n∗
(ga

q+1−i
)ωi = gkt .

K = (gk )α
′
+b′gar

∏
i=2,...,n∗

(ga
q+2−i

)ωi .

Suppose that if there is no attribute in S involved in the
challenge structure, we can simply let Kx = Lzx . Otherwise,
let X denote the set of attributes involved in the structure, and
B computes as follows

Kx=Lzx
∏
i∈X

∏
j=1,...,n∗

(g(a
j/bi)r ∏

k=1,...n∗
k 6=j

(ga
q+1+j−k/bi )ωk )M∗

i,j .

Challenge: A chooses two messages M0 and M1, and
submits them to B. B randomly flips a coin b, and computes

C = MbT · e(gs, gα
′

),C ′ = gs.

To create the element Ci , randomly chooses y′i and the
vector is computed as follows

Ev = (s, sa+ y′2, sa
2y′3, . . . , sa

n−1
+ y′n∗ ) ∈ Zn

∗

p .

Then it chooses r ′1, r
′

2...r
′

` at random. For i = 1, . . . , n∗,
it computes

Di = g−r
′
i g
−sbi

Ci = h
r ′i
ρ∗(i)(

∏
j=2,...,n∗

(ga)M
∗
i,jy
′
j )(gbi·s)−zρ∗(i)

·(
∏
k∈Ri

∏
j=1,...,n∗

(ga
j
·s·(bi/bk ))

M∗
k,j
),

D̂i = (
∏

j=2,...,n∗
(g(H1(IDct )+b′))M

∗
i,jy
′
j )(gbi·s)−zρ∗(i)

·(
∏
k∈Ri

∏
j=1,...,n∗

(ga
j
·s·(bi/bk ))

M∗
k,j
).

Phase 2: Repeat Phase 1.
Guess: A outputs its guess
on b ∈ {0, 1}. If b′ = b, B outputs 0 to guess that T =

e(g, g)a
q+1s. Else, it outputs 1. If T is a tuple, the simulator

gives a perfect simulation so that we can have

Pr
[
B(y,T = e(g, g)a

q+1s) = 0
]
= 1/

2+ AdvA

Obviously, if A can attack our scheme with a non-negligible
advantage, we can build a simulator B that attack the scheme
0 with a non-negligible advantage.
Theorem 2: Our scheme is collusion resistant.
Proof: Our scheme is proved to be collusion resistant.

There is a random parameter t being inserted in each of
the key components. No one can get access to this random
number.
Additionally, at the beginning of the system set up, each of

the users will be assigned a pair of keys (usk, upk). Each upk
corresponds to a unique user id. When the procedure of key
generation and key distribution are performed, some of the
components are encrypted with user’s upk. A user can decrypt
successfully only if he/she owns the usk, which is known only
by SK’s true owner.
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VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. EXPERIMENT SETTINGS
Our experiments are implemented in the python 3.6 environ-
ment on the top of the Charm-Crypto-0.43 framework [39].
We choose the SS512 curve as the pairing curve. All experi-
ments are tested on a laptop with 2.5 GHz Intel Core i5 pro-
cessor and 8GB RAM and on a virtual machine with ubuntu
18.04.3.

B. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
We analyze the our scheme from the numerical point of view
in this section. The average time spent on various operations
on group 00 and 01 is given in Table 2. The elements being
tested are randomly chosen from the corresponding groups.
We can notice that the multiplication takes a short time com-
pared to the other operations. The exponentiation in group
00 takes much more time than it in group 01. Pairing is the
slowest operation compared to the other operations. We set
x as the number of attributes of the user who applied for the
secret key, y as the number of attributes involved in the access
structure.

TABLE 2. The average time spent on various operations (Milliseconds).

In key generation phase, it takes 4+x exponentiation oper-
ations in 00 to generate the secret key. In re-encryption key
generation phase, because the re-encryption key is gener-
ated for a specific ciphertext, the key must contain both the
information of the ciphertext and the information of the new
access structure. Therefore, the overhead of re-encryption
key generation of PRE is much more expensive than the key
generation of ABE, that is 1 multiplication operation, 7+x
+y exponentiation operations in 00, 2 multiplication opera-
tions, 2 exponentiation operations in 01. But the encryption
overhead of PRE is relatively small, the details is given below.

In encryption phase, it takes 1+4y exponentiation opera-
tions in 00 and 1 multiplication operation, 1 exponentiation
operation in 01 to encrypt the data. In re-encryption phase,
it takes 1 multiplication operation and 1 exponentiation oper-
ation in00, 2ymultiplication operations and y exponentiation
operations in 01, 4 paring operations.
In decryption phase, it takes 1 multiplication operation

and 1 exponentiation operation in 00, 1+2y multiplication
operations, 1+y exponentiation operations in 01, and 1+3y
paring operations. And the decryption overhead of PRE is
only one more multiplication operation and exponentiation
operation in 01 than it of ABE.

C. EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS
We give the comparison of our scheme and waters’
scheme [11] on which our scheme is based. The number of

FIGURE 2. The key generation costs.

FIGURE 3. The encryption costs.

FIGURE 4. The decryption costs.

attributes on the abscissa refers to the number of attributes of
the user who applied for the secret key in Fig. 2 and the num-
ber of attributes included in the access structure in Fig. 3. And
it refers to the number of attributes involved in decryption
in Fig. 4, we set the relationship of all the attributes included
in the access structure to ‘‘AND’’ gate to represent the number
of attributes involved in decryption. It is worth noting that the
re-encrypted ciphertext is re-encrypted under a new access
structure which is satisfied by the attributes of delegated
user. Therefore, the number of attributes in the encryption
and decryption phase of the PRE scheme is the number of
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attributes included in the new access structure. Moreover, all
the time is in milliseconds. We set ‘‘Our ABE’’ to denote
our basic ABE scheme and ‘‘Our PRE’’ to denote our proxy
re-encryption scheme. ‘‘Waters’’ denotes the scheme in [11].
All data are tested 100 times and averaged.

The key generation phase is performed by TA.We can con-
clude from Fig.2 that with the number of attributes increases,
the computational cost in our ABE scheme and Waters’
scheme has a smaller increasing trend and is almost the
same with our scheme implementing more features such as
accountability and verification. Due to the inherent character-
istics of proxy re-encryption, its computational cost is larger
than that of ABE during the key generation phase.

As shown in Fig. 3, the encryption phase of our ABE
scheme and Waters’ scheme is performed by the data owner
with our PRE scheme being performed by the edge node.
To achieve accountability and verification in our scheme,
we must add several exponential operations in the encryption
phase, it makes the computational cost of our ABE scheme
larger than that of Waters’ scheme. But our PRE scheme has
a very small computation overhead, which guarantees low
latency for edge nodes to process data.

As shown in Fig. 4, the decryption phase is performed by
data requester. In PRE scheme, Alice delegates her access
right to Bob who has no access right. Bob uses his own
secret key to decrypt the re-encrypted ciphertext like a normal
decryption of our ABE scheme. Therefore, the decryption
costs of PRE are related to the number of attributes involved
in decryption, just like ourABE scheme. The decryption com-
putation overhead is almost the same in these three schemes
with our scheme implementing both PRE and ABE.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this article, we construct the CP-ABPRE scheme with
accountability to address the data security and privacy issues
in EI model sharing. It provides several techniques to achieve
access control as well as the proxy re-encryption to protect
its underlying plaintext model parameters in model sharing.
Additionally, users can judge the behavior of the edge nodes
in our scheme using a reasonable accountability checking
mechanism. By integrating the public/secret key pair tech-
nique into the key generation, our proposed scheme can
efficiently prevent the key abuse problem and is able to
identify the key users in the investigation of a decryption
failure. The analysis proves that our scheme can satisfy the
security requirements, and the proposed scheme can effec-
tively defend against both individual and colluded malicious
users. The performance evaluation proves that our scheme
has not significantly reduced efficiency after implementing
accountability and proxy re-encryption in CP-ABE scheme.
In our future work, we will consider adding incentives on
the basis of this system to encourage more edge nodes to
share their models actively. Moreover, we will also look into
establishing secret key update and cancellation mechanisms
to make the key management more flexible.
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